TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Eldon Bohmont

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am especially concerned about safety issues at the lake and how the docks play a part in this process. I believe that removing NO WAKE BUOYS would be a HUGE MISTAKE -- they play a very important role in keeping speeding boats away from docks and folks that might be swimming nearby or just bringing a
boat out of a slip. Without the NO WAKE BUOYS there would be significant increase danger to 'life and limb' and also added wear and tear on docks that would be unnecessary.

IN ADDITION -- NOT ALLOWING CARTS to be on corps land -- would eliminate many from being able to enjoy the lake, their docks and to get to boats, as many folks have walking and health issues that would preclude long walks on the steep hills near the lake.

THIRD - not allowing tubes, fishing equipment, chairs, etc. to be stored on a dock would again nearly eliminate their use as many folks could not bring these items each time they wanted to visit the dock and enjoy the lake.

FOUR - Removing power lines from docks and converting to alternative energy is simply not necessary, nor is it in any way financially reasonable. There has never been an electrocution problem at Table Rock Lake and the existing inspection requirements are very adequate to continue this fine record.

DON'T TRY TO FIX SOMETHING THAT DOES NOT NEED FIXING -- SIMPLY FOCUS ON ITEMS THAT ADD REAL VALUE TO ALL INVOLVED. REMEMBER, THAT THE PEOPLE FUNDING THE CORP OF ENGINEERS ARE THE SAME TAX PAYERS THAT OWN PROPERTY AND DOCKS ALONG THE LAKE -- LETS KEEP THE QUALITY LAKE WE HAVE. The existing guidelines have done a great job creating the wonderful lake as it exists today -- and also will do so in the future.

One area not mentioned - would be to be more concerned about the hundreds of septic tanks along the lake that are not operating properly and require that they be fixed, along with smaller towns that have improper 'runoff' into the lake or into streams and rivers that dump into the lake !!!

While other of the 'restrictive policies' seems really unnecessary -- these Four items that I mention seem to be totally counter to lake safety, dock safety, personal safety and the enjoyment of the lake. The

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Eldon Bohmont
Sept. 1, 2017

Corp of Engineers,

The present shoreline management plan has been working well for several years. I have owned a dock slip and been a resident for 84 years. I see absolutely no reason for any changes you are proposing.

Virginia Christensen
344 S. Reedwood
Shell Knob, Mo.
65747
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Steve Esco

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Monty Franssen

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Vince Fulgenzi

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

While maintaining our beautiful, uncluttered shoreline if of major importance to me and my family, the proposed changes go too far and will limit our enjoyment of the lake and the shoreline we work hard to maintain.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Vince Fulgenzi
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Britt Fulmer

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: John Goldsmith

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please keep political affiliation and agendas out of this. SPEAK WITH THE PEOPLE. See what THEY want and are willing to compromise on.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

John Goldsmith
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Judidth Guy

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I object to not allowing dock boxes to store fishing and recreational equipment.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Judith Guy
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Steve Haggstrom

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I would say 80 percent of people I talk to do not want any changes.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Steve Haggstrom
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Randy Johnson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Change, just to change is not right. More regulation on home and business owners is just you wanting to control them... just leave it like it is.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Randy Johnson
September 1, 2017

Table Rock Lake SMP/MP/EA
Project Manager Programs and Project Management Division
Civil Works Branch, Little Rock District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 867
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203

Re: Proposed Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake

To Whom It May Concern:

The residents of the Mano Community, located within walking distance of Big M Park, request the Corps leave well enough alone.

There are already many restrictions on use of the lake, and many more on homeowners. Many residents who live in the Mano Community have had property for over 20 years. They have worked to improve their small portion of lake front, thus promoting beautification of the shoreline for everyone.

Yes, some of us are newer members of the community and have our work cut out for us from the last flood. Just getting rid of all the debris along the shore is not an easy task. Then to make matters worse, one isn’t supposed to do any cleaning, burning unless OK’d by the Corps. One would think the Corps would be grateful for all the help, but it seems that is not the case.

The new plan is very restrictive. Dock owners have spent tens of thousands of dollars just to have a slip. They have a cupboard for the “toys”. Why is that so wrong? Of course people drive vehicles to the docks. Why not? You would. The lake was to have been for “the people”, but somewhere, somehow, that has all been forgotten.

The new management plan even gives the Corps the right to limit who can and who can’t use the lake.

The “silent majority” is requesting, leave the present management plan in place. It has enough restrictions. Please put the new plan in the trash where it belongs.

Thank you for listening,

Bennie Martin
MANO COMMUNITY

Mano Community home owners,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Alexa Owens

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Putting in solar power would be cost prohibitive to everyday citizens who don't make an immense amount of money.
The restricts we have on the lake are sufficient and the last thing we need is more government intervention.
Leave the policy as is.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Alexa Owens
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Kara Owens

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Installing solar power would be cost prohibitive to most individuals. The current shoreline management policy is working fine. We do not need more government regulations.
I am encouraged that the public’s comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Kara Owens
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Mike Patrick

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
-
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
-
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
-
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
-
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
-
-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Absolutely not.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Mike Patrick
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: John Pralle

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Don Preuss

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I feel that the proposed changes would make the lake much more dangerous. Please do not jeopardize the safety of our citizens, especially the children. This is a very ill-conceived plan!
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Don Preuss
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Leisa Ramsey

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I object to not being able to store things in my dock locker.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Leisa Ramsey
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Carol Reynolds

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The impact of these changes would be both a financial and economic disaster both for slip owners and people who come here to enjoy the lake. What is in place now is sufficient and adequate. Electricity will always be needed for lighting, heaters, lifts, etc. I don't believe solar lighting is capable of handling...
this. We as boat and slip owners are already supporting the Corp with fees, permits, license, etc. Leave well enough alone.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Carol Reynolds
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Scott Ritchie

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Denise Watson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I would also like to add that it would be nice to allow us to have easier access to our lake and docks. Since Table Rock is more of a retired, family style lake, being able to have wheelchair access to our docks should a priority. Thank you.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Denise Watson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Ronald Watson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Ronald Watson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Constance Adams

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I asked that you not remove the no wake buoy from the lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Constance Adams
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Kathy Casey

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The proposals listed are draconian. They have the effect of prohibiting many lake property owners of managing and using their own property. There is no good reason to make these changes and they place a hardship on nearly all property owners in the area. I am strongly opposed to this over regulation of property that belongs to the people. Do not do this.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Kathy Casey
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Dustin Elliott

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Don't ruin our lake

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Dustin Elliott
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Chris George

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

This is an absolutely ridiculous plan, no way. Leave the lake plan alone.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
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Sincerely,

Chris George
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Jeff and Stacey Goodale

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

We have been residents here for 15 years. The current plan is working well and not over crowding the lake. The water clarity has improved over the last few years unlike our Lake of The Ozarks peers. Please table these changes without further discussion from the current residents that care for the lake and its economic future as well as the environment.
Jeff & Stacey Goodale

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Jeff and Stacey Goodale
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I have been a home and dock owner since 1982 and everything is fine! Please let it alone as is. Thanks

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

John Haley
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers
FROM: Darryl Irion
RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Brian Karn

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please don't make any changes to our Beautiful Lake. Everything is working as it is.

Thank you
Brian Karn
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Brian Karn
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Robert Key

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: James Kirby

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Jeff Kleysteuber

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Quit meddling and leave the plan as is. It is working fine. This is a drastic overreach.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Jeff Kleysteuber
-----Original Message-----
From: George Mead [mailto:gmead@tankconnection.com]
Sent: Saturday, September 02, 2017 12:24 PM
To: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-
TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Proposed changes

I am assuming that solar requirements for the lights on the docks will have to have battery backup, I could see where this would be present a contamination/pollution issue with batteries if they come into contact with water. I am not in favor of this change.

With respect to the number of docks/slips currently on the lake, I feel that lowering or keeping current limit of docks/slips will protect the environment of Table Rock Lake. I believe the corp has managed the lake and surrounding water shed very well to this point. I don't wish to exclude people from using the lake but more is not always better.

George Mead

George Mead
Municipal Sales Director
Tank Connection
3609 N. 16th St.
Parsons, KS 67357
Office: 417-858-0771
Mobile: 740-606-9995
Email: gmead@tankconnection.com <mailto:gmead@tankconnection.com>
NOTICE: This email and any attachments are considered confidential and intended for the addressee only. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender as soon as possible and delete this email. If you are not the intended addressee, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited by law.
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Barbara Mohney

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

There does not appear to be any compelling reason to make the changes being suggested. Please reconsider your proposed changes and leave the current plan in place.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mohney
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers  
FROM: Paul Norman  
RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Paul Norman
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Erma Owens

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please do not change our requirements. Love our lake and requirements would force retired individuals as well as families be unable to enjoy our lake that we love and take pride in preserving.
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I am encouraged that the public’s comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Erma Owens
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Keith Priest

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

We were all taught as kids if it is not broken, do not try to fix it. This is a prime example of government bureaucracy trying to get their dirty little hands into everyone else’s business. Leave well enough alone and stop trying to change things that do not need to be changed before we end up with another twenty five dollar light bulb that used to cost twenty five cents scenario. Your proposal is ludicrous at best and...
out right illegal and detrimental at it's worst. Please do the right thing and stop these proposed changes and maintain the current Shoreline Management Plan in place.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Keith Priest
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Abbi Reece

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

---

-----Original Message-----
From: Abbi Reece [mailto:abbilyynn45@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, September 02, 2017 2:23 PM
To: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>; savetablerock@gmail.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Abbi Reece

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Bradley Reece

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Courtney Reece

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Lindsey Reece

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Reece
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Stephanie Reece

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Reece
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers
FROM: Katie Sapp
RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

Don't try to fix something if it's not broken!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Katie Sapp
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Gary Schad

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The undertaking of changing all docks over to Solar Power in 10 years would be a Major financial burden on the Slip owners and would have a major impact on the companies that now install Solar Power. I believe solar Power is good but 10 years is not right. I feel that the vegetation rules are good where they are. Changing the rules to five years between dock changes is too long, I could see maybe 2 years
rule. In regards to fishing equipment, tubes and etc being outlawed on docks is going to far. I understand about keeping docks looking good and not like a junk yard. More rules may be needed but not total outlawed. If boats with porta-potties and holding tanks are outlawed on the lake then a good percent of boats won’t be allowed on the lake. If people are dumping waste then more better rules are needed but to outlaw the boats is wrong. In regards to outlawing all Golf Carts, ATV, etc from Corp Property would put a major burden on the high quantity of older retired people having access to there boat dock. There should be rules allowing for passenger transporting to the dock but not OUTLAWING. Driving to dock location and then back should be allowed but would agree that NO trail riding that would destroy natural should be. To limit the amount of boats on the lake (give me a break), so I guess the Corp does not want progress in the area. The government is supposed to be by the people for the people. I see the new Corp plans to be by the people of the government for them selves. I think you the Corp of Engineers should go back to the table and rethink your new rulings.

I am encouraged that the public’s comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Gary Schad
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Smith
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

These changes are extreme. We love the lake and want to care for it but these proposals do not make sense.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Amy Stumpf
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: kelly williams

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
kelly williams
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

This is absolutely terrible, you will destroy everything that makes our lakes and tourism thrive here. I am so opposed, I never get upset usually but I will work with and contact anyone needed to stop this over regulation.

Alan Wolken
Realtor Better Homes & Gardens SW group

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Alan & Kim Wolken
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Sharon Ashworth

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Robert Bach

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Dear Corps of Engineers,
I do not feel that any changes to the current plan are necessary. I have been using Table Rock lake for over 50 years for recreational purposes, this is a wonderful place for my family to use for boating. If I
had to ask the Corps to work on area of the lake it would be water quality. The water quality has deteriorated in the last ten years.

Thank You

Robert M. Bach

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Robert Bach
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Samuel Barton

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Larry Boggs

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
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TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Brandi Bogle

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Dean Chapin

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Greg Gibson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers  
FROM: Pam Gibson  
RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan  

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Pam Gibson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Bonnie Herrmann

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please leave the urgent plan in place.

I live on the lake and these new regulations would negatively impact my Bed and Breakfast income.
Sincerely
Bonnie Herrmann

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Herrmann
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: UWE AND JOAN JAGIELLA

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: John Lawrence

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I object to not being able to store all of my fishing equipment or boat equipment in the dock boxes. I object to not being able to use my ATV to go to my dock. Since when does the Army have the authority to control private citizens from using a public Lake.
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I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

John Lawrence
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Janet Nichols

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I object to the requirement of solar or wind power for all docks. This requirement comes NOT EVEN five years after the requirement of electrical inspections and quick disconnects for docks that your staff could NOT answer questions regarding their installation or exactly what was required. I would assume that this new requirement is so that you can further regulate out of existence all private docks and force...
instead the use of commercial docks only. It seems insane that you also wish to regulate the storage of fishing gear on a dock. Why? Is the Corps of Engineers going to work with all the local municipalities surrounding Table Rock so that larger garages and more storage sheds can be built? The building of more storage on land will exasperate the run off situation into the lake. The insanity of your proposed new rules slaps every boat and dock owner with extra financial strain. Is the Corps of Engineers getting a kick back from some solar company??

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Janet Nichols
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Steve Nichols

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Steven Paulsen

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
We have boated on Table Rock for 20 years, have owned a permanent home on the waterfront in Kimberling City, Overlook Subdivision for 13 years, and also own a boat in a slip and 2 seadoo's in a slip.

My opinion on the Master Plan:
1. Community docks should not be as low as 2 slips, only allow new docks of 10-20 slips. 2. Do not require present NO Wake buoys to be removed. Many swim from their docks and this warns boaters to slow down and be safe when a buoy is visible. The signs on the dock saying NO Wake will not make the same impression on boaters, especially the weekend boating visitors to the lake. 3. Solar panels for electricity should not be required on present docks. To require them on newly constructed docks may be a good suggestion. 4. Do not allow boat access (lake carrying capacity) to increase 60%, promote a lower goal. Increasing the number is the aim of Real Estate sales and development. We do NOT need another Lake of the Ozarks! Allow for some additional slips, working on 10-20% increase in the next 20 years. 5. I agree with the vegetation permits being non-transferable and an aim to let the vegetation along the lake go back to the natural state, other than paths that are now monitored by the Army Corps. 6. Boats with Porta-Potties should be allowed on community docks. There are regulations in place that limit dumping and establish dumping stations. Many new popular boats of 24-28 ft length are automatically equipped with Porta-Potties, but they are never used. Owners will not abuse the regulations regarding dumping. 7. Floating mats, wake boards, Stand UP Paddle boards, tubes and chairs should be allowed on a dock if they are securely tied down. The placement of them is usually negotiated by the present slip owners and dock board. Fishing equipment should be kept in individual dock storage compartments.

Thank you for making and keeping Table Rock Lake a wonderful asset to the Ozarks.
Sally Richardson
417-739-2113
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Jessie Riley

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Phillip Rios

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Things working well enough should be left alone. Seems when they make a change it's worse...

Thank you,
Phil & Laura Rios
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Phillip Rios
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Steven Rogers

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Steven Rogers
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Larry Sifford

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Larry Sifford
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: John Yuhas

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am opposed to all your proposed Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. I believe that your mission is the preservation of the Table Rock Lake shoreline. If this is the case, instead of implementing all these new unnecessary regulations why don’t you just manage the lake level better to prevent shoreline erosion? I have owned a home on Table Rock Lake for 27 years. In the lakes 60 years or so
history, the lake level has reached historic high levels 3 times in the last 10 years. The highest level prior to these 10 years was when the lake was initially filled. Allowing the lake levels to rise to such high levels so many times in the last 10 years has resulted in the death of many shoreline trees and plants. These denuded shorelines were then susceptible to runoff and further erosion from subsequent rains. Even today, the bare shorelines where NO DOCKS OR HOMES EXIST testify to the poor coordination of lake level maintenance. You may say you can not control the amount of heavy rainfall, but I have closely monitored the lake levels prior, during and after these recent 10 year historic rains/lake levels. You have ALWAYS been slow to allow egress of lake water from the damn until it is too late and then you justify your right to raise the lake levels because you have the right to do so. Your mismanagement in planning for lake level rises has contributed the MORE SHORELINE EROSION than any boat docks or home construction. THE MAJORITY OF THE TABLE ROCK LAKE SHORELINE HAS NO BOAT DOCKS/HOMES and the barren 15-20 feel of shoreline exposing the dirt and allowing for further erosion is your responsibility and the fault lies with you. Enacting stricter boat dock/shoreline regulations will not undue the damage your lake level mismanagement has done to the shoreline of Table Rock Lake. Don't blame the recreational boat dock/lake home users for shoreline erosion and hide behind your mistakes with stricter regulations. Your proposed regulations are unjust and unnecessary!!!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

John Yuhas
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Michael Acres

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Michael Acres
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: CHRIS Agee

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Leave it like it is.
Dont mess with perfect.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

CHRIS Agee
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Mary Bakke

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please DO NOT do this!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Mary Bakke
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Tracy Cash

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Everyone understands the need for some regulations around the lake. I have and will continue to attempt to get someone's attention in Jefferson City to the fact that the Corps is out of control. I live a half mile from the Dam and most of us that are in the area would like to know the purpose of the huge building full of offices at Dewey Short, the need for all the RV sites near the Dam for the retired Corps to
stay for free. Along with many other stupid decisions they make around the lake, yet can not seem to
get anyone to properly repair the driving service of the Dam. Maybe if there weren't so many
unnecessary salaries and free RV sites you could afford repairs and maintenance on the small
campgrounds that have been closed simply because you don't want to maintain them. Everyone's
watching you now, time to do your job, give these areas back to the people that are paying for them
instead of locking us out of them because you think it's yours! I like the statement at the end about
helping you protect our rights to use these areas, that's funny, trouble is your not your locking us out. And then when we do want access to some areas you charge us to enter the property that our taxes
have paid for, rediculous!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Tracy Cash
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We’ve asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

Army Corp Engineers has always been an far over reaching entity. ALL Corp properties should be openly accessible to all US citizens free of charge immediately as OUR tax dollars for these projects and the salaries of those who built them. ANYTHING the corps of engineers does to this lake should be at the
discretion of those who live there and use it most frequently. The corps DOES NOT have MY permission to do anything to this area without that approval.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Trevor Cash
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Phil Elmquist

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

This is a great family lake.....PLEASE don't change the rules, it works GREAT!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Phil Elmquist
From: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2017 5:55 PM
To: Murphy, Gina L.
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

-----Original Message-----
From: Russ Fowlet [mailto:drrussfowler1@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2017 3:07 PM
To: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>; savetablerock@gmail.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Russ Fowlet

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public’s comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Russ Fowlet
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Alan L. Greenawalt

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Alan L. Greenawalt
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Ashley Guzman

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Ashley Guzman
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Nancy Heine

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

As a lakefront property and dock slip owner, I am concerned about the access to our dock. It is hard enough to walk down the rocky slope as it is. Please don't take away our parking lots next to the docks. Also, we need reliable electricity to power dock lifts and lights for nighttime use. If we have several cloudy days, solar power will not provide the needed electricity. We also need the no-wake bouys that
keep the speeding boats out away from the docks. Swimming by the docks will become very hazardous if the bouys have to be removed. A sign on the dock will not be adequate.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Nancy Heine
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Colten Henderson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Colten Henderson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Jason Looney

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Matthew McBryde

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Matthew McBryde
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Penny McBryde

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please do not make these drastic changes.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Penny McBryde
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Terry McCullough

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Josh Meyer

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Leave the shore management plan alone! It works fine!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Josh Meyer
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Kristina Meyer

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Do not change the shore management plan!!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Kristina Meyer
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Wayne Miles

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Dear Sirs: I am opposed to resorting to solar or wind power for my dock. I am sure you are aware that Table Rock Dam produces electricity without relying on fossil fuels or creating pollution. I have tried solar on my gate at the lake house and it did not work. Not enough sunlight in this area for consistent electricity. I also agree with the above comments, Wayne B. Miles
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Wayne Miles
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Larry Miller

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I have lived next to this lake for 19 years and I really feel these changes are too much!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

20170904_Miller_L-W
Sincerely,

Larry Miller
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Dennis Mitchell

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I object to the removal of "no wake" buoys.
I object to the non use of golf cart and ATV"s for access to private docks I object to the number of boats allowed on the lake at one time
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Dennis Mitchell
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Martha Mitchell

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We’ve asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

I object to “no wake” bouys being removed I object to restriction of golf carts and ATV’s for access to private docks I object to restriction of number of boats on the lake at one time
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Martha Mitchell
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Dale Moxham

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I think improvements need to be made I don't feel this is the correct way to do it. The water has become nasty dirty. There used to be programs or slogans to remind people to keep the water clean such as DON'T DO IT IN THE LAKE, KEEP IT CLEAN. While those slogans is not a cure all it is a constant reminder that all of us needs to help. There are docks in need of repair & updating the ones that need it needs to
be more closely watched & non renewal & removed if not kept up to reasonable maintenance. Docks with electricity needs to be renewed & inspected more often, Thank you Dale

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Dale Moxham
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers  

FROM: Paul Perry  

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan  

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Paul Perry
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Jim Plumlee

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Jim Plumlee
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Lisa Ritchie

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Lisa Ritchie
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: William Rye

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake. If it works leave it alone. Table Rock lake is a beautiful lake. We don't have any problems with the way it is. We don't need any more laws pertaining to shore line or Boat docks. I do believe Docks should be maintained. If they are
not maintained. They should be repaired and brought up to standard. If not, they should be removed.
We do need no wake buoys at the docks.
The more laws you put into effect, the more enforcement you will need. Like I said Table Rock is a
beautiful and fun lake, Leave It as it is.
If you want to do something helpful. Alcohol seems to be the biggest problem. All adds lead to loading
your coolers with beer so you can have a good time and now there are hard liquor and drugs. Please get
this under control before you try to make any new laws we don't need.
Thanks for reading my concerns,
Bill Rye

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps.
Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

William Rye
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: David Sallee

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I have lived on Table Rock and been a resident since 2002.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

David Sallee
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Marsha Sauter

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am hoping you head the comments and concerns over your proposals and work on a compromise that can be good for both sides.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Marsha Sauter
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Harold Schelin

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Sally Vaughn

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

This sounds like another disaster created by the Army Corps of Engineers. People probably ought to leave and let the corps have it and pay for it themselves. When these lakes in Mo. were first put in they were marketed as a place to take your family for swimming, fishing, and fun. They hardly reflect that anymore, It is all about the Corp and has been for many years. People need to leave and quit paying for
the Corps lakes! Since they really don't belong to the people. That was a ploy to fulfill their agenda and get the people of Mo. to pay for it. Their management skills leave alot to be desired. You can't even go to a state park there and swim for free anymore. What is the point? Let them have it and let them pay for it!!! What a rip-off. The old timers knew there would be population growth but I don't remember them saying "You are going to pay to put this in and then we are going to charge you to use it and let big businesses trash it so they can generate more income for the government and the Corps, I don;t go there anymore there are too many places that are free , beautiful, and don't involve the Corp regulations! So be smart people MOVE! Sincerely Sally Vaughn

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Sally Vaughn
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Kevin Waghorn

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

Did ANYBODY with half a brain even READ the crap you want to do? If they DID they would REJECT this grand plan to DESTROY every thing good about the lake and put a bag over their head to HIDE the shame! This crap is worst than the bright idea of having the MO State "HIGHWAY" Patrol on our lake harassing boaters for NO good reason other than make their quota of tickets. I see NO highways on the
lake! People go boating to get away from stress like officer Green inflicts on people for no good reasons, ever think about the Sheriff dept who are accountable to the people? Who ever drafted this crap up really needs to put down the crack pipe and go get a job flipping burgers.

Best Regards to the people with a brain who oppose this.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Kevin Waghorn
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Frances Ward

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Don't change anything else. It was a mistake to make everyone stop mowing the shore line where there people living. It looks terrible.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Frances Ward
-----Original Message-----
From: CESWL-TR-DutyRoom SWL
Sent: Tuesday, September 05, 2017 3:45 PM
To: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Table Rock Leke Shore Line Management Plan

Please note comments below.

V/R

Malcolm Fortson
Park Ranger
US Army Corps of Engineers
Table Rock Project Office
4600 State Highway 165
Branson, Missouri 65616
(501) 340-1935 (DUTY ROOM OFFICE)
DutyRoom.TableRock@usace.army.mil
(417) 334-4169 FAX
malcolm.w.fortson@usace.army.mil
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__anglerspy.com_&d=DwIGaQ&c=NpiPIT1KNSO0vXgGk6ogJQ&r=tEs4dC0c8-qnahgpfHCY2IlJ1QUssAle4FK88H3xxNU&m=5WaRVt1TMRs77Gu9V0qjPh5dz22dVbAGoIMswFifZNJQ&s=q2MXnlazoMVizq_aQPFq8MVKyjNTFN0DNrkSLf-lsGw&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.swl.usace.army.mil_Missions_Recreation_Lakes_TableRockLake.aspx&d=DwIGaQ&c=NpiPIT1KNSO0vXgGk6ogJQ&r=tEs4dC0c8-qnahgpfHCY2IlJ1QUssAle4FK88H3xxNU&m=5WaRVt1TMRs77Gu9V0qjPh5dz22dVbAGoIMswFifZNJQ&s=q2MXnlazoMVizq_aQPFq8MVKyjNTFN0DNrkSLf-lsGw&e= for water temp.
Shoreline Zoning Map @ https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A___arcg.is_1sZArCj&d=DwIGaQ&c=NpiPIT1KNSO0vXgGk6ogJQ&r=tEs4dC0c8-
-----Original Message-----
From: swl-admin@dma.mil [mailto:swl-admin@dma.mil]
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2017 1:28 PM
To: CESWL-TR-DutyRoom SWL <DutyRoom.TableRock@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Little Rock District Contact Form: Table Rock Leke Shore
Line Management Plan

This message was sent from the Little Rock District website.

Message From: Francis Webster

Email: fhwebster@suddenlink.net

Response requested: No

Message:
As the Dock Captain of a 12 slip dock, I would like to share the two major concerns about the proposed shore line management plans. First, the requirement for converting to solar power is a major expense that is totally unnecessary. If you want to require new construction docks to have it that would be something to consider.

Second, the removal of no wake buoys creates a serious safety hazard. On our dock we have a lot of seniors (grand parents) and small children swimming off the lakeside of our docks. If there are no "no wake" buoys the waves from speeding boaters could cause serious injury to these people.

----------------------------------
HTTP_CMS_CLIENT_IP:
HTTP_X_ARR_LOG_ID: 07db7463-16e2-49dc-a8f5-ed9e0dfb7788
HTTP_ORIGIN: Unavailable
HTTP_TRUE_CLIENT_IP: 173.218.40.62
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Ed Westerman

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I have been using Table Rock Lake facilities for over 50 years. The Corps has done a great job of working with the residents and visitors to Table Rock to maintain the integrity of the lake and the use for which it was intended. Please do not allow these draconian measures to be implemented. The economics of these rules will be devastating. The lake has thrived, and will continue to do so because the local
economy will mandate it on its own. Branson and the local area will only survive if the lake is allowed to survive and service the locals and visitors.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Ed Westerman
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Crystal Wormington

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Crystal Wormington
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: bruce anderson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: John Archer

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Steve Bach

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Table Rock has been a very pleasant place to live and visit. It doesn't need all these changes forced on it residents and visitors.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Steve Bach
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Dennis Beach

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please do something to manage the Hugh wakes caused by the increasing numbers of large boat wakes caused by ocean ready boats. Not only are they dangerous for smaller boats, their wakes damage docks and shorelines.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Dennis Beach
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Dave Benedick

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

This is the public's lake and we hope you listen to our concerns.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Dave Benedick
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Lori Briden

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Lori Briden
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Judy Carpenter

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I Believe that all dock owners on Tablerock lake do their upmost best to make sure that their docks adhere to the current dock rules and regulations. I DONOT understand the need nor the justification of these new regulations. If it is not broken why are we changing our regulations?
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Judy Carpenter
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: David Childers

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The withdrawal of electrical service is going to be a substantial detriment and reduction in value of the docks which are currently on Table Rock Lake. The use of solar or wind generated power will be totally insufficient to accommodate electrical use on a dock. Solar panels create additional weight to the top of a dock which would make them top heavy susceptible to damage from wind and in particular...
accumulation of snow and ice. Solar electrical panels are only feasible if you have large bank of batteries and inverters to convert the power. This would add additional weight to the dock. In addition it would place a large amount of lead on the dock and batteries contain a large amount of acid. If a storm or other disasters resulted in damage to the dock it could result in large amount of hazardous material going into the lake. I have been involved in litigation involving residential turbines which generate electricity. These are basically automobile alternators with a propeller. They generally produce about 50% of the electricity which they are rated for. In addition individuals are not going to have adequate electricity to their boats even in the best case scenario. Individuals are going to run generators for electricity for their boat. The overwhelming number of boats on Table Rock Lake operate on gasoline. The generators are going to consume additional gasoline and place carbon monoxide into the atmosphere. If someone dozes off they are going to be susceptible to death by carbon dioxide poisoning.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

David Childers
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Sue Childers

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I have a houseboat and the solar requirement will not run the electrical requirements of my boat and other owners of our slips. We have discussed this option in the past and there is not enough roof to hold the amount of tiles (and weight) required to keep our dock safe and usable. We have always cooperated with the Corp of Engineers regarding our dock and any improvements or changes you have requested.
Safety is our primary concern and act accordingly each and everyday. I do not want Table Rock Lake to become the lake for the rich and well born only. We all want to be able to come and enjoy the lake with our boats, kayaks, paddle boards etc. Please do not change the shoreline plan. You will not gain anything and you will lose a lot of respect and support across this state. Out of state visitors bring dollars to communities all around the lake and you will essentially be stopping all of that. Rethink your plan and at least try and understand the common man’s joy at being able to come to a beautiful area and spend time with family and friends.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Sue Childers
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Carol Desch

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The one change that is not mentioned above is the REMOVAL OF "NO WAKE BUOYS". I can not imagine the lake without these buoys, they are a safety factor. No one knows that there is a law already in place for boates to slow down. Placing a sign on the docks will not do the job. I understand the need to keep our beloved Table Rock Lake in the best shape possible but, people living on and around the lake make
Table Rock what it is today. We have all worked hard to be able to live here and we entered into this lake life knowing what the restrictions were at that time (which were not restrictive or expensive) but these new regulations will stop new growth for the lake area and lake businesses and will hurt the existing residents. We all know about Lake of the Ozarks and no one living in the Table Rock area wants that for our lake. Therefore, everything is going great now. I know the concerns about the growth and how fast this growth is taking place that it is the unknown how that will all play out. Please take into considerations the concerns of us lake lovers and do not apply new regulations.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Carol Desch
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Rebecca Eis

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Not allowing golf carts to park on corp property near docks will create a hardship for many people, especially elderly visitors and very young visitors who come to visit.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Eis
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Ron Essick

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Connie Frobenius

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Don't change something that isn't broken! We the people are tired of the Corp trying to shove these nonsense changes down our throats. These are all unreasonable changes that are not needed. Please listen to the people who really know what's good for our lake.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Connie Frobenius
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

As Chairperson of the Economic Development Committee of Kimberling City, I am very concerned that any of these proposed changes can have a detrimental effect on our community.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Jacci Gamble
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Gary goss

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

These regulations make no sense!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Gary goss
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Warren Hertel

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Madison Hires

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

20170905_Hires_M-W
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Mike Holaday

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I respectfully ask you to consider removing the above items from the proposed changes.

Mike & Kim Holaday
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Mike Holaday
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Sonny Huff

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

In my 46 yrs in the Ozarks, I must add we have the most beautiful lakes and lake areas. SO DON'T CHANGE IT'S CARE!!
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Sonny Huff
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Robert Lee

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

I've also heard that the Corps won't allow dock owners to store fishing rods in the dock lockers. That seems very trivial.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Robert Lee
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Rod Magee

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers  

FROM: James McHenry  

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan  

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,  

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.  
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.  
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.  
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.  
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.  
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.  

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

We appreciate the Corps diligence in keeping Table Rock Lake a clean lake for everyone to enjoy, while maintaining the integrity of the lake environment and shoreline. We trust the Corps to do further investigation to make adjustments that are acceptable and fair to all.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

James McHenry
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Edward & Joyce Messerly

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We’ve asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I would respectfully ask that residents and users of the lake be consulted before costly and restrictive measures be arbitrarily put in place. Pumps that use lake water are inexpensive and viable, solar power is not.

-----Original Message-----
From: Edward & Joyce Messerly [mailto:emesserly@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Tuesday, September 05, 2017 4:29 PM
To: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>; savetablerock@gmail.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Edward & Joyce Messerly
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Elimination of "No Wake" buoys will create many more dangerous incidents of irresponsible boaters. In addition to those who ignore the buoys now, everyone who has no regard for fellow boaters will be a danger to others. Additionally, high wakes created will cause damage to docks and moored boats.
The wording seems to eliminate many uses for dock boxes. If the intent is to prevent fuel spillage, doesn't the existing plan already ban fueling from non-commercial docks? Restriction of parking for access to docks seems to be a violation of ADA provisions. Boaters with physical disabilities will be prevented from using the lake if they can't easily get to their boat dock.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Mike Mundy
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Tommyy O'Brien

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

There are too many docks on TRL now and we do NOT need 10,000 more slips. We do need to limit the size and speed of boat ob the lake, No jet boats, to much noise. There are to many small 1 and 2 slip dock on TRL now they need to add slips to those small dock but NO new docks. TRL does need to limit lake use by commercial rental boats and jet skis.
Danger from solar panels and storage battery's falling in the water is worth the gains from the feel good I used solar electric power. Proposed 30,000 slips equals 30,000 batteries that can and will at some time fall into the lake and may or may not be removed. This is not worth the feel good of using solar power.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Tommyy O'Brien
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Lauren Peloquin

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Russell Peloquin

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Jack and Lynn Pohlenz
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Tom Rees

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

I object to not allowing boats with porta-potties or holding tanks unless located at a marina. Waste dumping in the lake should have a stiff fine but not penalize everyone by presuming them guilty simply because they have a boat with facilities. There are not enough marinas to handle all the boats with
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personal facilities on the lake. By the swipe of a pen you will tank the value of larger boats, overwhelming the marinas and creating a waste monopoly.

To work toward your potty goal in a more reasonable way would be to require boat owners with personal facilities to contract with marinas or approved waste extractors for waste removal. This then could create a new cottage industry, promote competition in the market place and bring a higher level of control than already exists.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Tom Rees
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: kristen richey

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

leave it as it is!

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

kristen richey
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Carlos Riojas

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I encourage the Corps to stick with the existing shoreline management plan and don't implement any of the new plans and/or restrictions.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Carlos Riojas
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public’s comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Connie Wilson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I have been living by the lake for the last 4 years and after much research has never had an electrical death on this lake. It just seams new rules are being instituted without much concern for the families that have supported and continue to support the lake. It was obvious at the meetings held with the public the opposition by your community is major.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps.
Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Connie Wilson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Paul Windisch

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan
Revision and Environmental Assessment

Please use this form to provide comments and suggestions about how you would like to see the Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan revised or on the issues that should be studied before a decision is made on Shoreline Management Plan revisions. Feel free to take an extra form to provide to friends or neighbors and send the forms back before April 17th, 2015 to USACE at the addresses below.

(Optional Information)
Name/Organization: Gary Workman
Address: 138 Villa Drive #1
          Hollister, Mo 65672
E-mail: Phone: 563-320-6268

We want your input during this update process. Please use this form to provide your comments and suggestions on items to update in the Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan (SMP). Areas of discussion might include: current zoning, current policies on dock and vegetation permits, how could the lake and permits be better managed. Please be as specific as possible.

1. I am concerned about the solar requirement for existing docks. Our dock has 20 slips. An estimate from a solar company was over $12,000 to convert to solar. At approximately $500 annual electric bill, this would be in excess of a 20 year payback. Plus the cost of maintenance, and necessity of battery and generator back-up during extended periods of cloudy days would create more environmental damage than the small amount of electricity used for operation. It would not be cost effective for our dock.

2. I am also concerned about restrictions on use of carts and how they will need to be proven for need. As well as the need for regulation on the types of tires necessary for their use. Most utility vehicles do not have turf type tires and they are used frequently for dock maintenance purposes. This would create more costs for slip owners to replace tires/carts

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, or fax with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203.
Fax: (501) 324-5605, Email: CESCWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil
Website: http://go.usa.gov/5GqH
Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by April 17, 2015.

AUTHORITY: ER 1330-2-406, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in Shoreline Management Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.
ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.
DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting notices or provide additional information to commenters.
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Dana Coburn, Chief
Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental
Little Rock District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 867
Little Rock, AR 72203

---Fold Here-------------------------------

Tape ends before mailing
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers  
FROM: Amy York  
RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan  

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: John Anderson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Tim Bellanti

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I appreciate what the corp has accomplished over time with regard to keeping table rock lake pristine but the proposed rule changes are a blatant example of government overreach.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Tim Bellanti
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Gary Birum

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
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Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

While I can understand a restriction on golf carts and ATV's so they an't just run all over Corp property, it makes no sense to restrict them in the common parking areas of community docks as they require far less space to navigate or park. We have 16 slips in our dock, if we all brought cars/trucks down instead of golf carts, ATVs, etc., there would not be enough room for all of the users. And the outlawing of...
fishing equipment, tubes, wake boards, chairs, etc. being stored in lockers or at the docks just doesn't pass the common sense test. And finally, the idea that lake that generates hydroelectric power would restrict dock owners from using the same is ludicrous. Reading some of the proposals in this plan it is obvious it was drafted by someone that has never spent time on a lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Curtis Bottom
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Shirley Bottom

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

After taking a look at the new Shoreline Management Plan, I truly wonder where the person or persons who wrote this plan live. It would appear maybe in a cave or high rise apartment in NYC. Some changes are good -- some are asinine. Converting to solar or wind power when the Corps itself generates hydroelectric power seems a bit askew at the least. You have a community of older, lake loving people here
on Table Rock, some of which are on limited budgets but make do because they have a great love for Table Rock and the scenery around the lake. Perhaps more consideration for the people who do support the Corps and the lake would be warranted. As for sun bathing on the dock not being allowed, I am at a total loss as to the benefit of this. Here's hoping some unsuspecting otter or goose doesn't take a little nap on the dock and get caught. For as long as Table Rock has been in operation, people have been hanging out on their docks, sun bathing and just visiting. This camaraderie has been going on for years. Does the Corps disapprove of people having family fun and enjoying themselves? One would wonder about this. As for not storing fishing equipment, tubes, wake boards, chairs, etc. on the dock, what on earth is the Corp thinking? Again, this is a family oriented lake and I assumed was built not only for flood control but for families having fun. Has there been way too much laughter and good times going on to suit the Corps? I would agree with not storing dynamite, guns, flame throwers, etc. in the lockers but fishing equipment, chairs and water toys. Come on -- you have to know that is ridiculous. As for no ATVs or golf carts being parked at the lake, I am once again at a loss for words. Really? Let's just all drive an 18 wheeler down there and park it. Yeah, that's much better and less invasive. I just ask that someone with a bit of common sense and reasonableness take a look at what is being proposed and make some amendments. Your regular residents respect and love this lake. I cannot speak for your tourists. Don't punish those who truly love Table Rock.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Shirley Bottom
Keith E. Bouchey
116 North Elm Street

kebouchey@gmail.com

913-909-2829

Draft Opinion: Opinion   Rating = 8

Broad Review for maintenance of all relevant issues in management of various initiatives. Thank You.

Suggested comments:

1. Do Not Like the idea to remove bouys around docks. Signs on docks will be ignored even more than the bouys when swimmers or boaters at the dock. It reduces safety; when the goal should be to maintain or improve all safety measures.
2. Actions should be implemented to improve the placement and maintenance of the bouys.
3. Concern is voiced on the possible adverse actions to enforce golf cart usage in and around the docks for people with health issues. More information for licenses should be implemented to assist persons of age who wish to use the lake facilities. The regulations should align with ADA initiatives, not work against these other laws to assist the handicapped boaters and fisherman.
YOUR ASSISTANCE ON THESE MATTERS IS GREATLY APPRECIATED.

Sent from Mail <Blockedhttps://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986> for Windows 10
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Marcia Brumfield

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Table Rock Lake has been a beautiful and safe place to live and to visit since the 1950's when it was constructed. The regulations do not need to be changed. If the actions, such as changing to non-powerline electrical power on docks, are desired, they can be suggested along with suggestion as to where to find grants and tax credits to pay for them. Dock owners are responsible for the security of
anything personal left on the docks. It should not be a concern of the Corp of Engineers. The lake was created to generate tourism and economic benefits as well as electricity. It has succeeded greatly.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Marcia Brumfield
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Craig Chandler

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Brad Collison

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

You are too restrictive now and have too much power. We have been trying to get no skiing buoys for our cove because the wakeboard boats are hurting our dock, but all our efforts have fallen on deaf ears, and now this!? 
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Brad Collison
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Connie Collison

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Connie Collison
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Tara Connors

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Tara Connors
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Tom Connors

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Tom Connors
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Jason Cook

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Jason Cook
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Aaron Donahue

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I also object to not being able to keep fishing or watersports equipment in a dock locker.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Aaron Donahue
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Michael Eddy

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Karyn Edwards

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Although I do agree with a few of your new policy changes, I strongly disagree with Solar on all docks and the vegetative permit rule. Thank you
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Karyn Edwards
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Bailey Fowler

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I also object to removing floating no wake buoys. Signage on docks will not be sufficient to protect the docks nor swimmers near docks. The buoys are a visual reminder that hazards are present and to slow down.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Bailey Fowler
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Bruce Gilkerson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Bruce Gilkerson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Craig Gilkerson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Craig Gilkerson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Fran Gilkerson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar capacity changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Fran Gilkerson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Juanita Gilkerson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Juanita Gilkerson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Judy Gilkerson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Judy Gilkerson
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Edward Gilliam

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

It is my position the it is incumbent upon the USACE to carefully consider the opinions and wishes of those who utilize Table Rock Lake in the development and implementation of any changes to the Shoreline Management Plan. The importance of open dialogue between the Corps and citizens is...
paramount and by acknowledging such thereby creates a mutually beneficial partnership - wherein the interest of all stakeholders is acknowledged and valued.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Edward Gilliam
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Mary Gilliam

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Ron Goddard

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Focus more on the commercial and large scale construction that creates adverse runoff into the lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Ron Goddard
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Donald Hayes

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Michelle Heimerman

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

This is retarded to limit the amount of boats on a lake when what we have had been working fine. Also if Marina's don't he to get solar or loss no wake bours then why would the other docks.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Michelle Heimerman
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
David Helton
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Nathon Highfill

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Leave the people on the lake alone. We don't need any further regulation.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Patrick Hill
I am advised public comment period has been extended to September 15, 2017. I am submitting the following:

I am a property owner on Table Rock Lake. I have reviewed the proposed rule making under consideration and would like to voice concern on some specific items:

1. ADA-- The Corps appears to be rescinding an existing rule pursuant to handicap access. The Corps current rule allowed "golf cart" access for handicapped persons for ingress and egress at private boat dock facilities. The Corps reasons because no one applied for this 'golf cart' permit, the rule is not needed. The likely reason no one applied is because 'golf cart' access is not a practical method to access the majority of private boat docks, due to buffer rules. This rule should be AMENDED to allow access by ATVs with suitably required turf tires, if necessary, in lieu of standard ATV rough treads. ATVs are currently utilized at all golf courses to perform maintenance and other necessary functions. They commonly traverse tender turf grasses without damage. Surely they could similarly traverse buffer zones. The Corps and golf course managers share in the common goal to limit turf damage. If golf courses utilize these vehicles on manicured turf grasses, the Corps should consider their applicability to provide pedestrian boat dock ramp access. Currently, the Corps falls short in providing practical access to private boat docks by the physically impaired. Currently, many handicapped citizens who live at the lake cannot gain direct pedestrian access to their own boat slips. Properly equipped ATVs will provide desired access for the small percentage of dock slip owners and visitors of owners who are handicapped. The existing rule should not be rescinded, but AMENDED to allow, by permit, direct restricted ATV access to all boat dock entrance ramps.

2. Solar Power- Provision seeking to impose solar / wind power dependence upon dock owners merits strong reconsideration. Many, many private docks on Table Rock are not physically located to take advantage of the sun's exposure necessary to efficiently energize solar panels. In fact, many docks will be shaded in many instances by trees and other vegetation encouraged by current shoreline buffers. Certainly, the same issue holds true for potential feasibility of wind power. To comply with solar, most docks will require substantial modifications to their roof structures that will likely require elevated and
angled installation of solar panels to capture sun exposure. The impracticality of such construction on existing boat docks screams at the obvious. To comply, the majority of docks will be required to construct the equivalent of wind sails on their existing roof tops. Such imposition increases the structures vulnerability to high winds and increased winter snow and ice loads. Translated- more docks will be torn from their moorings by high winds, and more docks will sink due to increased snow / ice loads and the resulting inability to remove snow. Currently, many docks are saved as heavy snow loads can be removed from sloping dock roofs by shovels. Add the complications of structural sails and infestation of delicate solar panels and the snow shovel option becomes mostly ineffective. How many boats and batteries do we want to sink? I am not an electrician, but I question how many storage batteries will be required to adequately power 20 separate boat power lifts? Where will dock owners put these batteries? Available floor space for heated battery storage room is not readily available, and could easily require increasing the foot print of the dock facility $$$.

Finally, consider the adverse impact upon the current beauty and appeal of Table Rock Lake. The public has long benefited from the Corps active land management policies preserving and protecting the beauty of Table Rock. Personally, I prefer to see the innocuous and barely noticeable power lines serving our boat docks, as opposed to boat docks adorned with the glaring ugliness of solar panels erected on every square inch of dock roof visible to man. Talk about changing the landscape of the lake, and- after all that hard work to preserve nature's shoreline?? If enacted, this proposal will significantly increase the cost of dock slip ownership on Table Rock. Costs to current owners and prospective buyers alike will be significantly increased. The burden of servicing and maintaining the power supply on docks will shift from the existing utility companies who have exemplary safety records, to groups of well intended dock owners who will not have the safety background brought on site by current utility providers. Does this increase safety for anyone, at any level? This proposed rule cries for total rejection by the Corps.

Thank you for your active consideration of these concerns.

Roger & Irma Howard
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Mark Kettler

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Gloria Key

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Gloria Key
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Misty Lane

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please put limits and responsibilities to the Wake Board Boats they are eroding our shore lines. These boat owners have no regard for nature or fellow boat owners.
All boat owners or operators should have a boat safe course and test. Let us remember that the lake is a family place to have fun and make memories. We need to protect so our future generations have a place for fun and activities. Thank you for your time in this matter.

Misty

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Misty Lane
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers
FROM: Jonah Lawrence

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

Maybe we are just disband the core think that would be the plan I never met anybody with less brains in my life than this stuff that’s on there it's not even worth commenting on it’s so stupid
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Jonah Lawrence
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: MICHAEL Lehde

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Daniel Marceau

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers  

FROM: Michael Mikualn  

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan  

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I have owner land on DD peninsula since 1989. Please listen to the people's requests.  
Thank you for this consideration.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Michael Mikualn
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Brad Ozbun

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Mary Pim

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I also object to the proposed removal of NO WAKE buoys. Living in an extremely busy cove, it would not be safe for us or others to swim off of our docks. We already have issues with people coming too close to the docks. It will also cause more damage to docks. I would like to see something done about the wake board boats. They are swamping smaller boats in the coves with their huge wakes.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Mary Pim
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Danny Rice

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

My wife and I are currently looking at property at table rock. If these new ideas were to go into effect we would no longer be interested. I have enjoyed table rock my entire life and at age 53 would hate to lose access to it. I have spoken to people from all over the country that have visited table rock, and
have told me why would I go to any other lake when I have such a beautiful one in my back yard. We appreciate your consideration.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Danny Rice
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Schavey RuthAnn & Dale

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

This proposal is beyond ridiculous which only goes to prove that the mentality and good judgement of the people running our government is nonexistant. Wake up Corp of Engineers, you really do not rule the world! RuthAnn Schavey
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Schavey RuthAnn & Dale
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers  
FROM: Kelly Schmidt  
RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan  

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.  
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.  
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.  
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.  
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.  
-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.  

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Stephen Schmidt

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Justin Sifford

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I also object to the removal of no-wake buoys unless you want to be the one responsible for injuries caused by watercraft operating too close to docks.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Justin Sifford
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers  
FROM: Brice Simon  
RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan  

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Leigh Smith

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Leigh Smith
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Joy Sweedler

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Joy Sweedler
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Robert Sweedler

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Robert Sweedler
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Andrew Teague

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Andrew Teague
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Jessica Teague

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Bob Thiesse

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The current plan is fine leave it alone

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Bob Thiesse
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Caleb Tinker

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Caleb Tinker
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: John Torgerson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Pamela Watters

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Changing the Shoreline Management Plan with regard to growth of vegetation would be detrimental, not allowing surveillance of the docks and boats. Dock modification only every five years will not allow for new, innovative ideas, materials, or items to be incorporated on the dock which may add to the safety of its users.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Pamela Watters
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Dana Welton

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Dana Welton
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Matt Welton

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

The carrying capacity and solar changes would be ok.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Matt Welton
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Timothy Wilson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Timothy Wilson
As a family we have enjoyed using Table Rock Lake for our summer recreation and boating experiences since 1972. Now over the years we have added weddings, 10 grandchildren and now 12 great-grandchildren. Our lake group has grown unbelievably. Over those years we camped out at Viola Campground; later stayed on summer trips at resorts and in 1999 bought out first home on the lake. In 2009 we sold that house and bought another home which we built onto and have every summer had family gather at to enjoy Table Rock Lake. Year round our family comes to Shell Knob where we all spend money at local businesses. One neighbor has spent a lot of money remodeling and updating their family home. The other one built a nearly half a million dollar home which they intend to retire to next year. All of us homeowners are very concerned as to retaining the value of our homes on the lake. Some of the proposed changes give us concern as to this lake being as desirable and thus losing value of real estate on and surrounding the lake.

I am enclosing a picture of activities off of our dock last weekend. It demonstrates our concern for removal of buoys on the lake. Our family dock has many young children enjoying the water off our dock. Making memories and family ties are the reason our family likes to come to Shell Knob.

Clean, safe lake water is a concern of ours. We want strict control of sewage disposal but your proposal of no holding tanks will mean that the houseboats won't be allowed on Table Rock Lake. Make disposal for them accessible. I can't imagine they would dump sewage in the lake.

A safety concern is the driftwood that floats out into the lake with every flood which has been pretty often in the past nine years. If left on shore around our docks is a hazard to walk through and a place for snakes to inhabit.

Both my husband and I have disabled tags. We, like a lot of people that enjoy the lake depend on using a golf cart to get back and forth to the dock. That proposal to do away with that mode of transportation would be a problem for many.

Please don't make these changes that you are proposing.

Marcia and Larry Woodard and Family
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Christa Aldana

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Taking bowies out of lake by docks for wake control is dangerous to swimmers and more destruction to docks on the lake! In fact some areas need more bowies in coves for safety of skiers and swimming! Skiers come into coves and are to close to each other for the amount of space there is. Need to keep skiers out on main lake.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Alan & Judy Brock
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Matt Bumgarner

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

If you want to make shoreline management more feasible without such opposition from the public, you should limit the size and horsepower of boats. For instance, outlaw boats that are greater than 35 feet with more than 300 horsepower. This would cause larger ocean yachts to leave or downsize, then...
creating smaller wakes across the lake during heavy boating season. In return, your shoreline would
deteriorate slower than it is now.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps.
Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Matt Bumgarner
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Kara Callaway

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

We like the way things are, grown up on Tablerock Bridgeport area, and do not want to change anything there.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Kara Callaway
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Brian Carnes

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Brian Carnes
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Marvin Carney

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Marvin Carney
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Heather Clark

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Heather Clark
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Joan Davis

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
From: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 5:02 PM
To: Murphy, Gina L.
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

-----Original Message-----
From: Richard `Doden [mailto:cardsuv@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2017 9:37 PM
To: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>; savetablerock@gmail.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Richard Doden

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Todd Erwin

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan
Revision and Environmental Assessment

Please use this form to provide comments and suggestions about how you would like to see the Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan revised or on the issues that should be studied before a decision is made on Shoreline Management Plan revisions. Feel free to take an extra form to provide to friends or neighbors and send the forms back before April 17th, 2015 to USACE at the addresses below.

(Optional Information)
Name/Organization: Darrell Freeman
Address: ________________________________________________________________
E-mail: darrell134@centurytel.net Phone: _________________________________

We want your input during this update process. Please use this form to provide your comments and suggestions on items to update in the Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan (SMP). Areas of discussion might include: current zoning, current policies on dock and vegetation permits, how could the lake and permits be better managed. Please be as specific as possible.

Alternative Fuel for Docks: A solar power system will have failures...requiring generators to supplement when down. These will generate sufficient electrical power to potentially electrocute someone in the water...defeating one of the main reasons for this change. Also, who is going to inspect and insure that all generators are safe and properly installed?

A generator is needed when system is down, insufficient sunlight to charge batteries, etc. The design, installation and purchase of the generator will cost hundreds, even thousands of dollars before the cost of the solar system is taken into account.

Currently, dock owners only have to have reliable energy. Now, they must purchase the materials, the designs and the installations from various sources that you do not regulate. Additionally, all of this will require maintenance. THIS CHANGE WILL RESULT IN A TREMENDOUS EXPENSE. Otherwise, why haven't more people done it already.

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, or fax with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203.
Fax: (501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil
Website: http://go.usa.gov/MGqH

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by April 17, 2015.

AUTHORITY: ER 1130-2-406, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in Shoreline Management Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.
ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.
DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting notices or provide additional information to commentors.
Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan
Revision and Environmental Assessment

Please use this form to provide comments and suggestions about how you would like to see the Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan revised or on the issues that should be studied before a decision is made on Shoreline Management Plan revisions. Feel free to take an extra form to provide to friends or neighbors and send the forms back before April 17th, 2015 to USACE at the addresses below.

(Optional Information)
Name/Organization:  Darrell Freeman
Address: ________________________________

E-mail: darrell134@centurytel.net  Phone: ________________________________

We want your input during this update process. Please use this form to provide your comments and suggestions on items to update in the Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan (SMP). Areas of discussion might include: current zoning, current policies on dock and vegetation permits, how could the lake and permits be better managed. Please be as specific as possible.

Alkternative fuel for docks - I have recently talked extensively with a solar sales/installer. This was quit revealing.

First - Every dock will have to be structurally inspected to ensure that structure will carry the add’l loads associated with solar panels...design review. W/o previous data, the load capacity will have to be recalculated...designed!

The Corp. requires all changes to docks to be submitted on plans...if they don't exist, they will have to be drawn.

I doubt that many of the docks on the lake currently meet the state minimum design loads. For sure, the addition of solar panels will require additional support structure...not for the weight but the wind load implications. All of this will result in thousands of dollars before the actual solar materials and labor are considered. Have one of your engineers review this.

Comments may be submitted via mail, email, or fax with attention to: Dana Coburn, Chief, Environmental Branch, Planning and Environmental, USACE, Little Rock District, P.O. Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203.
Fax: (501) 324-5605, Email: CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil
Website: http://go.usa.gov/MGqH

Written comments must be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or otherwise submitted by April 17, 2015.

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

AUTHORITY: ER 1130-2-406, and the laws and regulations referenced therein.
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To provide a means for the maximum practicable public participation in Shoreline Management Plan formulation, preparation and subsequent revisions, through the use of public meetings, group workshops, open houses or other public involvement.
ROUTINE USE(S): Information you provide will be available for public review or may be disclosed to members of the Department of Defense or other Government agencies who have a need for the information in performance of their official duties, and where use of such information is compatible with the purpose for which the information is collected.
DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, failure to furnish the requested information may prevent the Agency from being able to direct meeting notices or provide additional information to commentors.
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Martin Funk

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
From: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 5:02 PM
To: Murphy, Gina L.
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

-----Original Message-----
From: Tracy Gerstenkorn [mailto:tracy.gerstenkorn@att.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2017 7:52 PM
To: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>; savetablerock@gmail.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers
FROM: Tracy Gerstenkorn
RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Helen Green

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: James Hall

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

My family has been enjoying Table Rock Lake since 1969. Over the years we have found the Corps reasonable and fair to deal with. Unfortunately we feel that the proposed Shoreline Management Plan will be far too restrictive for continued enjoyment.
Please consider sticking to the plan currently in place.

Thank you in advance for your consideration.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

James Hall
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: gana honn

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public’s comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
gana honn
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Trudy Horth

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Adam Howey

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Adam Howey
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Terry Hutchison

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

It's one of the best lakes around. I think it's needs left alone

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Terry Hutchison
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: melissa inman

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please No leave it allone

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

melissa inman
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Heather Jeffers

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Heather Jeffers
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Paula Lebeda

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Also if you try to manage the number of people or boats on the lake, people would be reluctant to come and it will hurt the tourism to the lake and the Branson area.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Paula Lebeda
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Don Lippert

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Object to not bring able to house fishing gear etc on dock, also need to keep no wake buoys

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Don Lippert
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Mary Lippert

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I object to the removal of no wake buoys. They help in the maintenance of the docks and safety.

I object to the limitations proposed of storage of fishing and towable item. This cause a major inconvenience for dock owners.
I am encouraged that the public’s comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Mary Lippert
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Rusty Mosher

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers  
FROM: Laura Oestreich  
RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan  

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am highly concerned about the proposed changes regarding Table Rock Lake. The solar would be a huge financial strain for many. Tighter restrictions on docks and vegetative permits is equally concerning. Lastly, resorts and marinas should have the same rules as the public. I appreciate all the CORPS does.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Laura Oestreich
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Chris Patterson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Chris Patterson
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Darren Powers

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

Current president says we should have less regulations and if any more regulations are made then some regulations have to be taken away.

Just wondering what regulations are going away? I am for less regulations! Thank you for your time.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Darren Powers
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
To whom it may concern,

Thank you for allowing my opinion to be heard on the newly proposed changes.

1. Lights on shoreline above Docks.

You should realize that this is a Safety Issue as well as Security Issue. My family and I constantly use the shoreline at night for fishing and use the lights to light our way to keep us from stumbling and breaking any bones on the many rocks. I also appreciate the safety that I feel around them. Recently there was a sexual predator who had stabbed 2 men just a few miles from our place at Shell Knob. He was hiding in the timbers for 17 days before he was eventually captured.

2. Mandatory conversion to Solar powered docks.

This is pretty hard to swallow, especially for elderly dock owners who already spent several thousand dollars running power to their docks and now, later in life and with less disposable income at their disposal, you are asking them to pay thousands of dollars to switch to solar powered docks. You are still going to have 110 volts on the docks, over water, and now you will be adding battery acid over the water.

And what do we do for supplemental power? For instance, on the night of July 4th when all the boats are out of their slips watching the fireworks show. Then they all come back in about the same time and their batteries run out of power. Some boats are left stranded, floating in their slips, bouncing around from all the wave activity. This could cause serious damage to property. I heard you would let us use generators for alternative power on the docks. REALLY, now you want us to put electrical generators over the water or power cords over the water. Creating a situation where they could be bounced off into the water and cause grave electrical shock. Isn’t this what you wanted to avoid?
3. Removal of electrical power from Corp property.

You already inspect our electrical lines and docks at a minimum of every 5 years. Any dangerous electrical situations are being identified at that time and are remedied swiftly, thanks to your inspectors. If you feel your inspectors need more training, that is easily remedied.

4. Flooding.

It seems pretty obvious that ever since Branson Landing opened, Table Rock lake has flooded every other year.

5. No Wake Buoys

REALLY, have you paid attention to these surfing boats and their wake. They can be all the way across the channel and their wake still comes across the lake and rocks the heck out of our dock. So much so, that we had to spend over $400 to resecure our swim platform to our dock and each slip owner had to install stabilizers to their lifts to prevent damage.

These boats, being clear across the lake, won't be able to read our signs on our docks, but they darn sure will see a NO WAKE Buoy out there.

Maybe you should consider limiting the size of boats on this lake and/or restricting large wake boats to certain unpopulated areas of the lake.

Should you wish to pursue these changes, please consider grandfathering in existing docks and only requiring these changes on new docks and remodeling of older docks.

Thank You,

Gary Reichenberger
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Dave Reynolds

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We’ve asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8’ depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public’s right to use and enjoy our lake.

I have been using the Table Rock Lake and surrounding Campgrounds for the past 35 years. During this time I have seen and been affected by of the management of the Corps. I know families who own property around the lake that also have docks. So I understand how these proposed/planed changes
would have a very devastating financial impact on property ownership. There are always ways to achieve desired changes that will affect so many owners other than imposing changes by force.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Dave Reynolds
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Tom Ryan

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I feel the corp has done a very good job up to present in controlling the lake, but am deeply concerned about the over the top regulation. Please keep things as they have been, and don't overdo the regulations.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Tom Ryan
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Blake Secrest

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Blake Secrest
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Terry Shields

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Please do not ruin this gorgeous lake, the changes you are proposing do not make sense.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Terry Shields
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Monte Smith

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

We object to your proposed removal of electricity on the lake. If you were to check the age group of slip owners on Table Rock you would find that they are seniors. They are enjoying their retirement and an additional cost of solar panels would become unbearable. We want to enjoy nature not line the pockets of Solar companies.
I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Monte Smith
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Matt Sumners

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Current plan is working. We don't need so many drastic changes.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.
Sincerely,

Matt Sumners
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Josh Thompson

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
From: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 5:00 PM
To: Murphy, Gina L.
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

-----Original Message-----
From: Larry & Sharon `Van Horn [mailto:sharon@vanhorninc.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2017 1:03 PM
To: CESWL-Table Rock Shoreline Management Plan Update <CESWL-TableRockShorelineManagementPlanUpdate@usace.army.mil>; savetablerock@gmail.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Larry & Sharon Van Horn

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

We have been boaters at Table Rock Lake for over 35 years, and slip owners at Mellow Oaks Dock for over 22 years. We are very concerned about the proposed changes the Corp is recommending in their Shoreline Management Plan: 1) parking requirements; solar requirements, outlawing fishing equipment, wake boards, chairs, etc from being stored on the dock; limited 16 sq ft of locker space. We believe
these new restrictive changes significantly inhibit our ability to use and enjoy Table Rock Lake and our
dock. We appreciate the Corps willingness to listen to owners/users comments and concerns and we
would be happy to meet with anyone appropriate to discuss our concerns. We love Table Rock Lake. It is
part of our family culture and heritage. The family gathering for the 4th of July at Table Rock is as
important to my family as Christmas. We want to preserve Table Rock for future generations but do not
believe the above concerns to anything to help that preservation; rather they just decrease the
enjoyment of using the lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps.
Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Larry & Sharon Van Horn
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: joe watters

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
joe watters
Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.
- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.
- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.
- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.
- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.
- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,
Brian Wells
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Charlene Whitlock

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

-I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

-I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

-I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

-I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

-I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

-I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

Hello,

My family has enjoyed TRL for longer than I can remember, well over 50 years. We are deeply concerned that the lake will be over managed with ideas that simply do not make common sense.
Please listen to the areas homeowners and the public when considering changes to a property that very few if any TRL enthusiasts believe will be good for the lake area.

Thank you

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Charlene Whitlock
TO: Corps of Engineers Decision Makers

FROM: Scott Whitlock

RE: Table Rock Lake Shoreline Management Plan

Dear Corps of Engineers Decision Makers,

I am deeply concerned about the drastic changes that are being proposed in your draft Shoreline Management Plan for Table Rock Lake. The community has been very clear in thousands of public comments submitted that we are opposed to over-regulation. We've asked many times for NO CHANGE to be made to the Plan, but there are several items of major concern:

- I object to the carrying capacity as it limits the right to use the lake.

- I object to tighter restrictions placed upon vegetative management permits.

- I object to the new non-transferable grandfathered vegetative management permit rule.

- I object to financial hardships of removing electricity from the lake.

- I object to only one request every five years for dock modification.

- I object to the 8' depth requirement for any new docks.

I would ask that the Shoreline Management Plan NOT be changed. At the very least, please do not allow the changes noted above to go into effect. It would have a devastating economic impact and would be detrimental to the public's right to use and enjoy our lake.

We understand that a resource like TRL needs to be managed and appreciate the job that the corps of Engineers has done for sure.
I attended the meeting at Chateau on TRL and I’m sure you noticed, there was very obvious anger and tension in the room. Missourians are fearful that the Corps of Engineers are preparing to over manage this invaluable resource and ruin it for most, if not all people who have enjoyed the lake for years.

Please consider that the lake is near perfect in most peoples eyes and refrain from over thinking and regulating it.

Thank you for listening,

A home owner on the lake for over 50 years.

I am encouraged that the public's comments during the process have been acknowledged by the Corps. Thank you for listening. Please continue to help us protect our rights to use and enjoy our beautiful lake.

Sincerely,

Scott Whitlock